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The recent experimente [ 1,2] on trimuon production by n&utrinos done 

at Fermilab can be explain&d by production of heavy charged leptone and 

subsequent cascade decay into leptollio aodes, Though the msulte hsva 

not so far been confirmed at CI!:RII [ 3] , their illpllcations in theoey am 

important, 1f they ai'a true, With normal leptonic branching :z:atios of 

about 10 % or so, the strength of production of heavy leptons must be a· 

subetant1al fraction of that of s1ngle-auons,[4] In order to accommodate 

a weak interaction involving such a heavy lepton, oDe baa to introduce 

a conceptually new modification into ulliva:ma.llty of weak interactions, 

Gauge modale along this line were proposed by one of the authors phenomeno

logically in a different context,(5) In this !Aitter, we give a theoretical 

basis to such modale within the unified gauge theoey, :reconstruct the quark 

sector in a way consistent with the latest development in the charmed 

particles, aDd discuss briefly on the consequences of a simple version of 

such modale, 

In order to all~ copious production of heavy lepton M- through lj., 

we introduce two doublete 

(
VI' coso( + _ Np sino() 

f'- L ' 

(-~sino( M: Nl' cos 0() 
L 

{1) 

where N f is a neutral heavy lepton lighter than M- ~ the subscript L 

denotes the left-hsndsd hsllcity, Two doublete am introduced cormspond-

Abstract ingly in the electron sector as 
•-" A gauge modal of weak inte:z:actions is- proposed to naturally 
·• 

incorporate copious production of cha~d heavy leptons leading to 

trimuon events in high ene:rgy neutrino :reactions and a small violation 

of muon number conservation. 
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sincl : Ne coso() 

E ;L (2) 



In the hadron sector four doublets of quarks are introduced, ,keeping the 

~ C = .1 S selection rule of the charmed hadron decayst 

(ucos« + t sino() 

d L • 

( -u sin« :tcos«) 

L • 

+ t sin) ( -c sin« ; t cos«) 

(3) 
( c cos« 

s L • L • 

where (t, t) and {b, b) are heavy quarks of charge 2/3 and -1/3, respectively. 

In Eq. {3), we have suppressed the Cabibbo rotation, which will be discussed 

shortly. The angle o( common to the lepton and hadron sectors is the basic 

feature of this type of models since the universality of low energy weak 

interactions has to be maintained, We first show how the common angle can 

appear naturally in a gauge aodel. 

The weak gauge group 1e enlarged for this purpose to SU(4)L X U(1), in 

which all the fermions &1'9 assigned to quartetst 

J.le v,.... u c 

e - f'- d 8 

Ne w,.. t 

g-
L ' MF L ' 

b 
L • L • 

• 
We introduce four ps1zs of Higgs quartets ( Xij) 1 j = 1, 2, 3, and 4) 

and two Higgs multiplet& of adjoint representation ( , ~ and JV~ ) • i 

A s1JD1lar vacuum structure 1s suggested in Reference 6 for a model 

(4} 

with four quarks and four leptons. The authors of Reference 6 have COIIUIIuni

cated to one of us (H.S.) on derivation of the Cabibbo angle through a 

similar mechanism. 
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They are to develop vacuum expectation values as followst 

, cos2c(, 0 , 4 sin2cX, o "f s1n2« ' 0 • Y, coe20C 

o, , . 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 
~= 'P._= 

b 4 sin2cX, 0 , 4 cos2c( , 0 b 'I coe2c( , 0 , -1"sin2cX 

o, 0 • 0 

~!) = ( 't. o, o, 0 ), 

{3) x;_ = (o, o, X , o), 

.4 • 0 • y,. 

~2) = (o, i, o, o ) , 

x<4> = co, o, o, t >. 
a 

0 • 

• 0 

'I 
0 

0 • 

(5) 

where 1,1 and /'tl &1'9 to be much larger than lXI and JX'J • Twelve of 

the sixteen gauge bosons acquire very large mass through p and 'r , 
breaking SU(4)LX' U(1) down to the ordinary SU(2\X U(1). The quartets 

produce diagonal mass matrices for leptons and quarks through the inter-

action 

.. ± ±{g cr"'f!.j))l. 
j = 1 a = 1 j L a R,j 

+H. c., (6) 

where R and L &1'9 hellcities, and i. and q stand for the Dirac fields of 

leptons and quarks, respectively. This specific form of Higgs interactions 

preswaes implicitly existence of a global symmetry of U(1) 8 XU(1)
8
X U(1)

8
X 

!:!!!.)8 • The quartet Higgs particles also give rise to masses for the three 

ofthe rema1n1ng gauge bosons, leaving the photon as the only massless 

particle. Nota that the vacuum expectation values of ~, and )It given in 

Eq. (5} &1'9 the most general ones that break down SU(4)LX U(1), preserving 

the SU(2\ X U(1) of the lleinberg-5alam type, other forms &1'9 reduced to 

them by redefining rotation angles, The coJIUIIon mixing angle 0( is induced 

here through diagonallzat1on of the W boson mass aa.Lrix, since the axes of 

d!a<!onallzation of the fennion and W boson mass matrices lllismatch,each 

f 
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' 

1_$) 

0' 

other by angle o( , For i.natance, the light charged II bosons are given in 

the tensor notation by w- =If (IIi + W~) coso< + If (II; - II~) aiilo( and 

ita He:cniti.an conjugate, 

The Cabibbo angle 90 iB a little different from the angle o( , since 

e0 1a a m1.x1ng angle, J!,ot Hithin a aingle quartet, but between membere of 

two different quartete, The present mBCha.n1sm worka to induce the Ca.bibbo 

rotation 1f the ga.uge group ie f)U'ther enla.rged to SU{8\ X U(l), The 

Cabibbo rotation 1B thus introduced for both leptons and quarks between 

the upper componenta of pairs of SU(2\ doubleta, When ~_and lie are 

both massle.ss, hoWever, the Cabibbo rotation between them dieappears after 

redefinition of the physical lj. and lie states, Therefore, we finally 

have the SU(2)L weak doubleta a.e follawsa 

( J) e cosO( +_N~ sincl) ( -Ve sinoC + N~ cosO() 

e . E- . . . L· L 

( JJI" cosol +_N~ aino<) 

f' L . 
( -J)P ainOC :-N~ coso() 

L . 
( u'cosoC + t' 

ain<X) ( -u'einol + t'cos ol ) 
d 

. L 
b 

L . 
( c'coso< -· 

sino() L ( ~····"' +t'coso<. 

) L 

+t 

B . b • 

·where the primes stand for the ·cabibbo rotation within the pairs of 

(Ne• Nl"), {u, c), and (t, t). 
We will investigate briefly several qualitative consequences of the 

present· model, Quantitative comparison in detail ia .atill premature in 

(7) 
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the light of the preeent:cy available data, 

1. Copious productioa of heavy charged leptons (identified with 1n 
through ~ can be acc01111odated with the new angle pam~~~~ter c(, K- decays 

into }P-~ with the un1ve:asallty of the fi decay, The M--vl'}r~ decay 

rate is euppreesed by tan%t aa coapared with the value predicted by a naive 

un1vareallty, In the sue ~. ·~ decays into p."'!'p+V,. with the univareality 

modified by cos2e0 tan2cl , 

2. The U particle of Perl et al, can be tentativa:cy identified with E, 

Its decaya obey the un1vareallty modified by tan2« , 

3. The oC rotation foll011ed by the Cabibbo rotation neceasari:cy causes 

a amall violation of muon number conservation through p.- {Ne or Nl")-+ 

e with the a,ngle factor of cose0 a1ne0 sin2.:( in matrix element, [ ? ] 

As compared with the eet1mate made 1n (? 1 • hawever, the f(p. .... e 'i )/ r 
(f+~ii,e) mtio is expected to be more than an order of magnitude smaller, 

The final electron in the p.-. e"' decay 1a polarized left-handedly, 

4, Suppreasion of ~s = 2 transitions imposes a restriction on the 

masses of t and t a.e 

I {m~ - ~) cos%/ + (~ - m~) sin
2

o< / .:5 2 aev
2 

, (8) 

. • 2 
Provided that mt and ~ are larger than 4 GeV and that sin OC is 

comparable with cosZcx , th1a means that t and t are near:cy degenerate 

in mass, This 1a an important prediction ~oon to be tested in e+a

annihilation, lie could, however, interchange the roles of c and t in 

Eq,(?), In this case, the charmed quuk would obey the 11odified un1ver-

eallty of tanZat , arid one would obtain a ID&SS relation ~/mt"" jtancxj, 
5. Even 1f IPI and If/ are 1nf1n1te:cy larger than /XI and lt'l , the 

scale of neutral current interactions 1a changed relative to the J decay 
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interaction beca\188 of the ol. rotation, [5) If/"'/ is comparable to f'X./ 

and fX'/ , the situation is more involved, Our model in the present· 

version stands at the same place as the standard model as long as parity 

violation in atomic physics is concerned, (8] If the data and theoretical 

calculations ars confirmed further, the preaent model need to be modified 

to incorporate the right-handed current of the electron, Though not 

aesthetic, it is possible to do so, 

6, The scaling pa.rton model does not explain the high Y anomaly 1n 

antlneutrino reactions in our model, Ve expect 1D. the present model 

that dynamical c01'1'eet1one to sc&l.ing and possibly a slll&ll uount of 

left-handed b quarlt production are responsible for the high y anomaly as 

well as the anO!IIalous d(-0/d(JI) :rat!o, Note that there is no evidence 

whatsoever for existence of the b quarlt in the dinruon production data, 

[3. 9] 
Alternative &ynllll8try bmaking schemes 2n which Higgs couplings to 

fermions are more seneml suggest that it 18 possible to obt&ln approximate 

universality for light fer!llions, Ve, ~, and u, but not for c, Details on 

this sene:ralization will be discussed elsewhere. 

The present model has only one new pe.rameter oC at the level of SU(2)LX 

U(t) in addition to those of the standard model, Yet it predicts copious 

production of charged ~'!&Vy leptons through "f.• neutral heavY leptons, 

a 1111&11 violation of 111Uon n11111ber conservation, the heavY quark 111&88 

spect%'11111 of charge 2/3, and so forth, 

Ve thank \1, A. Silmons and S,F, Tuan for useful conversations, 
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